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The Fix
Adapted from an English folk tale.

Blood and Whiskey
While working in Nightside, John searches for the Unholy Grail, a cup used during
the Last Supper that corrupts the owner and gives him power, before it falls into
the wrong hands.

The Lost Train
A war is coming, a battle that will stretch from the prehistoric forests of the ancient
past to the cutting-edge research labs of today, all to reveal a true mystery buried
deep within our DNA, a mystery that will leave readers changed forever . . . In this
groundbreaking masterpiece of ingenuity and intrigue that spans 50,000 years in
human history, New York Times bestselling author James Rollins takes us to
mankind’s next great leap. But will it mark a new chapter in our development . . .
or our extinction? In the remote mountains of Croatia, an archaeologist makes a
strange discovery: a subterranean Catholic chapel, hidden for centuries, holds the
bones of a Neanderthal woman. In the same cavern system, elaborate primitive
paintings tell the story of an immense battle between tribes of Neanderthals and
monstrous shadowy figures. Who is this mysterious enemy depicted in these
ancient drawings and what do the paintings mean? Before any answers could be
made, the investigative team is attacked, while at the same time, a bloody assault
is made upon a primate research center outside of Atlanta. How are these events
connected? Who is behind these attacks? The search for the truth will take
Commander Gray Pierce of Sigma Force 50,000 years into the past. As he and
Sigma trace the evolution of human intelligence to its true source, they will be
plunged into a cataclysmic battle for the future of humanity that stretches across
the globe . . . and beyond. With the fate of our future at stake, Sigma embarks on
its most harrowing odyssey ever—a breathtaking quest that will take them from
ancient tunnels in Ecuador that span the breadth of South America to a millenniaold necropolis holding the bones of our ancestors. Along the way, revelations
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involving the lost continent of Atlantis will reveal true mysteries tied to mankind’s
first steps on the moon. In the end, Gray Pierce and his team will face to their
greatest threat: an ancient evil, resurrected by modern genetic science, strong
enough to bring about the end of man’s dominance on this planet. Only this time,
Sigma will falter—and the world we know will change forever.

The Lions Of Lucerne
"Nick Fury just hijacked our summer vacation!" - Peter Parker, Spider-Man Far From
Home In Spider-Man: Far From Home, Peter Parker joins forces with Nick Fury and
scientist Quentin Beck to battle mysterious elemental beings. This deluxe
collector's volume features interviews with Tom Holland (Spider-Man/Peter Parker),
Jake Gyllenhaal (Quentin Beck/Mysterio), Samuel L. Jackson (Nick Fury), and
Zendaya (MJ). There are also behind-the-scenes interviews with the teams
responsible for the movie's stunts, costumes, and groundbreaking visual effects.

Three little pigs
The world’s most elite counterterrorism unit has just taken its game to an entirely
new level. And not a moment too soon . . . From behind the rows of razor wire, a
new breed of counterterrorism operator has emerged. Just as skilled, just as
fearsome, and just as deadly as their colleagues, Delta Force’s newest members
have only one thing setting them apart—their gender. Part of a top-secret, allfemale program codenamed The Athena Project, four of Delta’s best and brightest
women are about to undertake one of the nation’s deadliest assignments. When a
terrorist attack in Rome kills more than twenty Americans, Athena Team members
Gretchen Casey, Julie Ericsson, Megan Rhodes, and Alex Cooper are tasked with
hunting down the Venetian arms dealer responsible for providing the explosives.
But there is more to the story than anyone knows. In the jungles of South America,
a young U.S. intelligence officer has made a grisly discovery. Surrounded by
monoliths covered with Runic symbols, one of America’s greatest fears appears to
have come true. Simultaneously in Colorado, a foreign spy is close to penetrating
the mysterious secret the U.S. government has hidden beneath Denver
International Airport. As Casey, Ericsson, Rhodes, and Cooper close in on their
target, they will soon learn that another attack—one of unimaginable
proportions—has already been set in motion, and the greatest threat they face
may be the secrets kept by their own government.

Spider-Man: Far From Home - The Official Movie Special
Former Secret Service agent and star of Bravo’s Spy Games Evy Poumpouras
shares lessons learned from protecting presidents, as well insights and skills from
the oldest and most elite security force in the world to help you prepare for
stressful situations, instantly read people, influence how you are perceived, and
live a more fearless life. Becoming Bulletproof means transforming yourself into a
stronger, more confident, and more powerful person. Evy Poumpouras—former
Secret Service agent to three presidents and one of only five women to receive the
Medal of Valor—demonstrates how we can overcome our everyday fears, have
difficult conversations, know who to trust and who might not have our best
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interests at heart, influence situations, and prepare for the unexpected. When you
have become bulletproof, you are your best, most courageous, and most powerful
version of you. Poumpouras shows us that ultimately true strength is found in the
mind, not the body. Courage involves facing our fears, but it is also about
resilience, grit, and having a built-in BS detector and knowing how to use it. In
Becoming Bulletproof, Poumpouras demonstrates how to heighten our natural
instincts to employ all these qualities and move from fear to fearlessness.

Brad Thor Collectors' Edition #1
In the vein of #Girlboss and Nice Girls Don’t Get the Corner Office, discover how to
thrive at work from the head of the Global Innovation Coalition for Change at UN
Women with this “passionate, practical roadmap for addressing inequality and
finally making our workplaces work for women” (Arianna Huffington). For years,
we’ve been telling women that in order to succeed at work, they have to change
themselves first—lean in, negotiate like a man, don’t act too nice or you’ll never
get the corner office. But after sixteen years working with major Fortune 500
companies as a gender equality expert, Michelle King has realized one simple
truth—the tired advice of fixing women doesn’t fix anything. The truth is that
workplaces are gendered; they were designed by men for men. Because of this,
most organizations unconsciously carry the idea of an “ideal worker,” typically a
straight, white man who doesn’t have to juggle work and family commitments.
Based on King’s research and exclusive interviews with major companies and
thought leaders, The Fix reveals why denying the fact that women are held back
just because they are women—what she calls gender denial—is the biggest
obstacle holding women back at work and outlines the hidden sexism and invisible
barriers women encounter at work every day. Women who speak up are seen as
pushy. Women who ask for a raise are seen as difficult. Women who spend hours
networking don’t get the same career benefits as men do. Because women don’t
look like the ideal worker and can’t behave like the ideal worker, they are passed
over for promotions, paid less, and pushed out of the workforce, not because they
aren’t good enough, but because they aren’t men. In this fascinating and
empowering book, King outlines the invisible barriers that hold women back at all
stages of their careers, and provides readers with a clear set of takeaways to
thrive despite the sexist workplace, as they fight for change from within. Gender
equality is not about women, and it is not about men—it is about making
workplaces work for everyone. Together, we can fix work, not women.

Hidden Order
From the bestselling author of THE LIONS OF LUCERNE and PATH OF THE ASSASSIN
comes another electrifying international thriller featuring all-American hero Scot
Harvath, as he plunges into the frigid heart of the Russian tundra to save the
fragile state of the union. On a cold January morning, the United States awakes to
discover that an old enemy, one long believed dead and buried, has crawled out of
its grave to lay siege to the world's only superpower. With the stunning discovery
that enhanced Soviet-made suitcase nukes have been secreted in America's major
cities, President Jack Rutledge gathers his National Security Council to weigh the
feasibility of a first strike against the Russian Federation. There's only one problem.
For over two decades, the Russians have been funnelling international aid money
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into a top secret air defence system, which has just been brought on-line and
which will render any conventional attack upon their country utterly ineffective.
After exhausting all of his other options, and with Soviet sleeper agents preparing
to detonate their deadly payloads across the United States, the president turns to
the nation's final hope, ex-Navy SEAL and Secret Service Agent Scot Harvath. As
high-voltage and timely as they come, STATE OF THE UNION is a frighteningly real,
headline-ripping tale of espionage and intrigue that will keep readers guessing
until the last tantalizing piece of the puzzle locks into place.

Brad Thor Collectors' Edition #2
“The book I wish I had when I was struggling to figure out how to take my business
to the next level. Follow Susie’s strategies and power up your success!” —JJ Virgin,
founder of Mindshare Collaborative and New York Times bestselling author A
comprehensive, bulletproof start-to-finish plan for taking your business from
startup mode to the multi-million-dollar mark straight from the inventor of the
Predictable Success Method™. In the United States, most people who own small
businesses struggle daily to make ends meet. Two-thirds of businesses earn less
than $25,000 a year. Thankfully, Susie Carder—entrepreneur and business coach
to everyone from Steve Harvey to Paul Mitchell—has developed the ultimate
formula for incredible success. But she didn’t create it overnight. Susie Carder was
at rock bottom financially during the Great Recession of 2008 when she was
inspired to dig in and rebuild her fortune from the ground up. Today, she takes
what she learned during that difficult time and shares her radical business
strategies that have helped countless entrepreneurs and small business owners
increase their revenues by more than 3,000%. As the creator of the Predictable
Success Method™, Carder has a proven, twenty-year track record that includes
building two $10 million companies herself, which she later sold. Filled with cleareyed and practical advice, Power Your Profits teaches you how to run your daily
operations, understand your finances, account for sales, and employ marketing
systems that lead to predictable and substantial revenue and profit growth. And
now, she’s sharing her hard-won wisdom—worth $5,000 an hour in coaching
fees—with you.

Brad Thor Collectors' Edition #3
Befriended by some of America's most successful and wealthy black men, a
talented African-American lawyer working out of a Queens storefront accepts their
invitation to a weekend getaway only to learn that they are part of a secret
organization that would promote white slavery. A first novel.

The Athena Project
The Blue Book of pool cues is a visual masterpiece. Includes short biographies on
most of the popular makers with hundreda of black & white images making pool
cue identification easy.

Hannibal Crosses The Alps
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Navy SEAL turned covert Homeland Security operative Scot Harvath must race to
locate an ancient secret that has the power to stop militant Islam dead in its
tracks.

Foreign Influence
When the president is kidnapped during his ski holiday in Colorado, disavowed
Secret Service Agent Scott Harvath is his only hope of rescue. Tracking the
kidnapper to Switzerland, and with the ambitious Claudia Muehler of the Swiss
Federal Attorney's Office to assist him, the pair are forced to go it alone as they
realise the kidnapping plot reaches some of the highest levels of the Swiss
Intelligence community. In a race against time, they must scale the treacherous
heights of Mt. Pilatus, uncover a hidden military fortress secreted beneath its peak,
and defeat the formidable force that stands between them and the safe return of
the president - the deadly men known as the Lions of Lucerne. Look out for the
adrenaline-fuelled new Brad Thor novel, Code of Conduct, published in July 2015!

Power Down
After rescuing the president from kidnappers, Navy SEAL turned Secret Service
agent Scot Harvath shifts his attention to rooting out, capturing, or killing all those
responsible for the plot. As he prepares to close out his list, a bloody and twisted
trail of clues points toward one man - the world's most feared, most ruthless
terrorist, Hashim Nidal. Only one person can positively identify Harvath's quarry Meg Cassidy, a beautiful hijacking survivor. Together, Scot and Meg must untangle
a maddening web of global intrigue stretching across four continents. Written with
an uncanny knowledge of the spy's craft and the world's distant places, PATH OF
THE ASSASSIN proves why Brad Thor is the author everyone's talking about. Look
out for the adrenaline-fuelled new Brad Thor novel, Code of Conduct, published in
July 2015!

Path of the Assassin
The new Scot Harvath thriller and the follow-up to Hidden Order, from New York
Timesbestselling author Brad Thor. After a CIA agent mysteriously dies overseas,
his top asset surfaces with a startling and terrifying claim. There's just one problem
- no one knows if she can be trusted. But when six exchange students go missing,
two airplane passengers trade places, and one political-asylum seeker is arrested,
a deadly chain of events is set in motion. With the United States facing an
imminent and devastating attack, America's new president must turn to covert
counterterrorism operative Scot Harvath to help carry out two of the most
dangerous operations in the country's history. Code-named 'Gold Dust' and
'Blackbird', they are shrouded in absolute secrecy as either of them, if discovered,
will constitute an act of war. Look out for the adrenaline-fuelled new Brad Thor
novel, Code of Conduct, published in July 2015! Praise for Brad Thor: 'Brad Thor is
as current as tomorrow's headlines' Dan Brown 'Blasts off like a guided missile and
never slows down, weaving current events into a frightening scenario that just
could happen. Brad Thor rocks!' Tess Gerritsen 'Brad Thor writes thrillers as
plausible as they are terrifying. A must-read for our times!' James Rollins,New York
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Timesbestselling author of Black Orderand The Judas Strain Praise for Hidden
Order: 'One of Brad Thor's best books to date' Washington Post '[A] great, great
thriller' Rush Limbaugh 'Thriller writer Brad Thor is awesome…You'll want to take
HIDDEN ORDER to the beach' National Review

Agents of Light and Darkness
"Hold on tight - this one burns like a lit fuse" - Gregg Hurwitz, Internationally
Bestselling Author of Orphan X An explosive, race-against-time thriller and the first
in the action-packed Ryan Lock series. Christmas Eve in New York, but for exmilitary bodyguard Ryan Lock it's business as usual. His task: to protect the head
of one of America's most powerful corporations. But when a bloody massacre
leaves bodies littering the streets of midtown Manhattan, Lock's hunt for the killers
turns into an explosive game of cat and mouse. As the clock ticks towards
midnight on New Year's Eve, and a female suicide bomber stalks the island of
Manhattan, Lock realizes that not only is his own life in terrible danger but so are
the lives of millions of others Daily Telegraph Thriller of the Year. "An impressive
debut novel featuring one of the finest female villains since Ian Fleming's Rosa
Klebbthis is a writer, and a hero, to watch" - The Daily Mail "Sean Black writes with
the pace of Lee Child, and the heart of Harlan Coben. Lockdown is a sure-fire
winner" - Joseph Finder, New York Times Bestselling Author of Buried Secrets
"Funny, tough, and furiously paced, Lockdown explodes off the page" - Jesse
Kellerman "Supremely slickAn excellent first novel" - The Daily Telegraph For fans
of Vince Flynn, Jack Reacher, Brad Thor, James Patterson, Lee Child, Alex Cross,
Nelson DeMille, David Baldacci, John Sandford, Harlan Coben, Robert Crais, Mark
Greaney, Tom Clancy, Gregg Hurwitz, Dan Brown, John Grisham, Simon Kernick,
Joseph Finder and anyone who enjoys an action-packed crime thriller.

Lockdown
The first in the explosive and bestselling Dewey Andreas series. The largest oilplatform in the Western Hemisphere and a major hydroelectric dam are destroyed
in a devastating, coordinated terrorist attack. The West’s energy supplies are on
their knees. But when the terrorists struck the Capitana rig off the coast of
Colombia, slaughtering most of the crew and destroying the oil field, there was one
factor they didn’t take into account: former special forces operative Dewey
Andreas. Determined to find the men behind the attack, Dewey must call on his
long-dormant skills and overcome increasingly deadly assaults as he follows the
trail of operatives sent to take him down. Soon he is locked in a life-or-death
struggle with the mysterious Alexander Fortuna and the clock is ticking. Can
Dewey save the people and the country he loves before it’s too late? Power Down
is a gripping and compelling thriller from bestseller Ben Coes, for fans of Vince
Flynn, Brad Thor and J.B. Turner. Praise for Power Down ‘A gripping story,
compelling characters, a relentless pace, and nerve-wracking suspense’ Vince
Flynn, New York Times bestselling author of Pursuit of Honor ‘Breathtaking I was
blown away' David Morrell, New York Times bestselling author of Creepers and
creator of Rambo ‘Thrillers don't get any better' Stephen Coonts, New York Times
bestselling author of The Disciple
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The Apostle
In the spirit of The Gentle Art of Swedish Death Cleaning and The Joy of Less,
experience the benefits of buying less and sharing more with this accessible 7-step
guide to decluttering, saving money, and creating community from the creators of
the Buy Nothing Project. In their island community, friends Liesl Clark and Rebecca
Rockefeller discovered that the beaches of Puget Sound were spoiled by a daily
influx of plastic items and trash washing on shore. From pens and toothbrushes to
toys and straws, they wondered, where did it all come from? Of course, it comes
from us—our homes, our backyards, our cars, and our workplaces. And so, a
rallying cry against excess stuff was born. In 2013, they launched the first
Facebook Buy Nothing Project group in their small town off the coast of Seattle,
and they never expected it to become a viral sensation. Today there are thousands
of Buy Nothing groups all over the world, boasting more than a million members,
and 5,000 highly active volunteers. Inspired by the ancient practice of gift
economies, where neighbors share and pool resources,The Buy Nothing, Get
Everything Plan introduces an environmentally conscious 7-step guide that teaches
us how to buy less, give more, and live generously. At once an actionable plan and
a thought-provoking exploration of our addiction to stuff, this powerful program will
help you declutter your home without filling landfills, shop more thoughtfully and
discerningly, and let go of the need to buy new things. Filled with helpful lists and
practical suggestions including 50 items you never need to buy (Ziploc bags and
paper towels) and 50 things to make instead (gift cards and salad dressing), The
Buy Nothing, Get Everything Plan encourages you to rethink why you shop and
embrace a space-saving, money-saving, and earth-saving mindset of buying less
and sharing more.

The First Commandment
An elegant hardcover boxed set including The Lions of Lucerne, Path of the
Assassin, and State of the Union, from #1 New York Times bestselling author Brad
Thor. “[Brad Thor] and Harvath are the real deal, and you should accept no
substitutes.” —BookReporter.com Both a must-have for any fan of Brad Thor and
the perfect introduction to his masterful thrillers, this handsomely bound edition is
one of four special Collector’s Editions, available now. Follow counterterrorism
operative and ex-SEAL Scot Harvath’s action-packed exploits, and discover why
Brad Thor has been called “America’s favorite author” (KKTX). THE LIONS OF
LUCERNE On the snow-covered slopes of Utah, the President of the United States
has been kidnapped and his Secret Service detail massacred. Only one agent has
survived: ex–Navy SEAL Scot Harvath. He doesn’t buy the official line that Middle
Eastern terrorists are behind the attack and begins his own campaign to find the
truth and exact revenge. But now, framed for murder by a sinister cabal, Harvath
takes his fight to the towering mountains of Switzerland—and joins forces with
brilliant Claudia Mueller of the Swiss Federal Attorney’s Office. Together they must
brave the subzero temperatures and sheer heights of treacherous Mount
Pilatus—where their only chance for survival lies inside the den of the most lethal
team of professional killers the world has ever known. PATH OF THE ASSASSIN
After rescuing the president from kidnappers in Brad Thor’s roaring bestseller The
Lions of Lucerne, Navy SEAL turned Secret Service Agent Scot Harvath shifts his
attention to rooting out, capturing, or killing all those responsible for the plot. As he
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prepares to close out his list, a bloody and twisted trail of clues points toward one
man—the world’s most ruthless terrorist. One problem remains: Harvath and his
CIA-led team have no idea what the man looks like. With no alternative, they
recruit a civilian—a woman who has survived a brutal hijacking and is now the only
person who can positively identify their quarry. From the burning deserts of North
Africa to the winding streets of Rome, Harvath must brave a maelstrom of
bloodshed and deception before a madman’s twisted vision engulfs the world in
the fires of all-out war. STATE OF THE UNION America’s worst nightmare has just
become a brutal reality. The most unlikely terrorist enemy of all now holds a knife
against the country’s throat. With both diplomatic and conventional military
options swept from the table, the president calls upon Navy SEAL turned Secret
Service agent Scot Harvath to disable a brilliantly orchestrated conspiracy
intended to bring the United States to its knees. Teamed with talented Russian
Intelligence agent Alexandra Ivanova and a highly trained CIA paramilitary
detachment, Harvath embarks on an adrenaline-fueled search that spans the
world—and leads to a final, deadly showdown on American soil, with a lethal
enemy from the past.

Becoming Bulletproof
An elegant hardcover boxed set including The Athena Project, Full Black, and Black
List, from #1 New York Times bestselling author Brad Thor. “[Brad Thor] and
Harvath are the real deal, and you should accept no substitutes.”
—BookReporter.com Both a must-have for any fan of Brad Thor and the perfect
introduction to his masterful thrillers, this handsomely bound edition is one of four
special Collector’s Editions, available now. Follow counterterrorism operative and
ex-SEAL Scot Harvath’s action-packed exploits, and discover why Brad Thor has
been called “America’s favorite author” (KKTX). THE ATHENA PROJECT When a
terrorist attack in Rome kills more than twenty Americans, four of Delta Force’s
best and brightest women—part of a top-secret program codenamed the Athena
Project—are tasked with hunting down a Venetian arms dealer. But as team
members Gretchen Casey, Julie Ericsson, Megan Rhodes, and Alex Cooper close in
on their target, the deadly assignment unearths a grisly discovery in the jungles of
South America . . . and a foreign spy penetrating a mysterious secret hidden in the
American West. With an unthinkable second attack already set in motion, the
women of the Athena Project race to uncover the greatest of threats: the secrets
kept by their own government. FULL BLACK Born in the shadows and kept from
heads of state, some missions are so deadly, so sensitive, that they simply don’t
exist. When one such mission goes horribly wrong, only former Navy SEAL Team 6
member turned covert counterterrorism operative Scot Harvath can carry out an
audacious plan to prevent the United States from facing complete and total
collapse. But as the identities of the perpetrators are laid bare, Harvath will be left
with only one means to save America. Unable to trust anyone, he will be forced to
go full black. BLACK LIST Somewhere…deep inside the United States government is
a closely guarded list. Once your name is on the list, it doesn’t come off…until
you’re dead. Someone…has just added counterterrorism operative Scot Harvath’s
name. Somehow…Harvath must evade assassination long enough to untangle who
has targeted him and why. Somewhere, someone, somehow…can put all the
pieces together. But Harvath must get to that person before the United States
suffers the most withering terrorist attack ever conceived.
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State of the Union
When he left his Spanish base one spring day in 218 B.C. with his 100,000-man
army of mercenaries, officers, and elephants, Hannibal was launching not just the
main offensive of the Second Punic War but also one of the great military journeys
in ancient history. His masterful advance through rough terrain and fierce Celtic
tribes proved his worth as a leader, but it was his extraordinary passage through
the Alps—still considered treacherous even by modern climbers—that made him a
legend. John Prevas combines rigorous research of ancient sources with his own
excursions through the icy peaks to bring to life this awesome trek, solving the
centuries-old question of Hannibal's exact route and shedding fresh light on the
cultures of Rome and Carthage along the way. Here is the finest kind of history,
sure to appeal to readers of Steven Pressfield's Gates of Fire: alive with grand
strategy, the clash of empires, fabulous courage, and the towering figure of
Hannibal Barca.

Backlash
#1 New York Times bestselling author Brad Thor returns with his hottest and most
action-packed thriller yet! And don’t miss FREE FALL: A Prelude to Hidden Order,
available for free download now! The most secretive organization in America
operates without any accountability to the American people. Hiding in the
shadows, pretending to be part of the United States government, its power is
beyond measure. Control of this organization has just been lost and the future of
the nation thrust into peril. When the five candidates being considered to head this
mysterious agency suddenly go missing, covert counterterrorism operative Scot
Harvath is summoned to Washington and set loose on the most dangerous chase
ever to playout on American soil. But as the candidates begin turning up murdered,
the chase becomes an all-too-public spectacle, with every indicator suggesting that
the plot has its roots in a shadowy American cabal founded in the 1700s. With the
United States on the verge of collapse, Harvath must untangle a web of conspiracy
centuries in the making and head off the greatest threat America has ever seen.
This is thriller writing at its absolute best, where the stakes have never been
higher, nor the line between good and evil so hard to discern.

Blowback
“An insightful memoir that uncovers unique stories about matters of the heart.”
—Essence The inspiring New York Times bestseller from Common—the Grammy
Award, Academy Award, and Golden Globe–winning musician, actor, and
activist—explores how love and mindfulness can build communities and allow you
to take better control of your life through actions and words. Common believes
that the phrase “let love have the last word” is not just a declaration; it is a
statement of purpose, a daily promise. Love is the most powerful force on the
planet, and ultimately the way you love determines who you are and how you
experience life. Touching on God, self-love, partners, children, family, and
community, Common explores the core tenets of love to help us understand what
it means to receive and, most importantly, to give love. He moves from the
personal—writing about his daughter, to whom he wants to be a better father—to
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the universal, where he observes that our society has become fractured under
issues of race and politics. He knows there’s no quick remedy for all of the hurt in
the world, but love—for yourself and for others—is where the healing begins. In his
first public reveal, Common also shares a deeply personal experience of childhood
molestation that he is now confronting…and forgiving. Courageous, insightful,
brave, and characteristically authentic, Let Love Have the Last Word shares
Common’s own unique and personal stories of the people and experiences that
have led to a greater understanding of love and all it has to offer. It is a powerful
call to action for a new generation of open hearts and minds, one that is sure to
resonate for years to come.

The Callsign
When a media titan's daughter is kidnapped in Afghanistan and offered in
exchange for the freedom of a top Al Qaeda operative, Navy SEAL turned covert
Homeland Security operative Scot Harvath undertakes a dangerous mission to free
the terrorist from a Kabul prison only to discover that things are not what they
seem. Reprint. 1 million first printing. A best-selling book.

Black List
An elegant hardcover boxed set including The Last Patriot, The Apostle, and
Foreign Influence, from #1 New York Times bestselling author Brad Thor. “[Brad
Thor] and Harvath are the real deal, and you should accept no substitutes.”
—BookReporter.com Both a must-have for any fan of Brad Thor and the perfect
introduction to his masterful thrillers, this handsomely bound edition is one of four
special Collector’s Editions, available now. Follow counterterrorism operative and
ex-SEAL Scot Harvath’s action-packed exploits, and discover why Brad Thor has
been called “America’s favorite author” (KKTX). THE LAST PATRIOT June 632 A.D.:
The prophet Mohammed shares a final and startling revelation. Within days, he is
assassinated. September 1789: Thomas Jefferson uncovers a conspiracy that could
change the face of Islam. Present day: Men still kill to keep the secret hidden.
When a car bomb explodes outside a Parisian café, counterterrorism operative Scot
Harvath is thrust back into the life he has tried desperately to leave behind. In a
race to uncover an ancient secret with the power to stop militant Islam, Harvath
will risk everything to reclaim Mohammed’s final revelation and defeat one of the
deadliest evils the world has ever known. THE APOSTLE Every politician has a
secret. And when the daughter of a politically connected family is kidnapped
abroad, America’s new president will agree to anything—even a deadly and illadvised rescue plan—in order to keep his secret hidden. But when covert
counterterrorism operative Scot Harvath is assigned to infiltrate one of the world’s
most notorious prisons and free the man the kidnappers demand as ransom, he
quickly learns that there is much more to the operation than anyone dares to
admit. As the subterfuge is laid bare, Harvath must examine his own career of
ruthlessly hunting down and killing terrorists and decide if he has what it takes to
help one of the world’s worst go free. FOREIGN INFLUENCE Buried deep within the
black ops budget of the Department of Defense, a newly created spy agency
reports only to a secret panel of military insiders. Its job: target America’s
enemies—both foreign and domestic— under charter of three simple words—Find,
Fix, and Finish. When a bombing in Rome kills a group of American college
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students, the evidence points to a dangerous colleague from Harvath’s past.
Leveraging this relationship to lure the suspect out of hiding, Harvath must destroy
him. But what if it is the wrong man? In Chicago a young woman is struck by a taxi
in a hit-and-run, and the family’s attorney uncovers a shocking connection to the
Rome bombing. Harvath must link together the desperate violence, and race to
prevent one of the most audacious and unthinkable acts of war in the history of
mankind.

The Last Patriot
An elegant hardcover boxed set including Blowback, Takedown, and The First
Commandment, from #1 New York Times bestselling author Brad Thor. “[Brad
Thor] and Harvath are the real deal, and you should accept no substitutes.”
—BookReporter.com Both a must-have for any fan of Brad Thor and the perfect
introduction to his masterful thrillers, this handsomely bound edition is one of four
special Collector’s Editions, available now. Follow counterterrorism operative and
ex-SEAL Scot Harvath’s action-packed exploits, and discover why Brad Thor has
been called “America’s favorite author” (KKTX). BLOWBACK Scot Harvath’s
counterterrorism career has just crashed and burned—thanks in part to a ruthless
senator with her sights set on the White House. But when the war on terror takes a
chilling turn, the president has no choice but to secretly bring Harvath back inside.
Deep beneath an Alpine glacier, an ancient weapon designed to destroy the
Roman Empire has been unearthed—and a shadowy organization intends to use it
for America’s downfall. Racing across Europe, Harvath must secure the ultimate
instrument of destruction before it brings the United States and the rest of the
world to its knees. TAKEDOWN July 4th weekend, New York City: As thousands of
holiday travelers make their way out of Manhattan, a flawlessly executed terrorist
attack plunges the city into a maelstrom of panic and death. Amid the chaos, an
elite team of foreign operatives is systematically searching for one of their own, a
man so powerful that the U.S. government refuses to admit he even exists and will
do anything to keep him hidden. Now, with the world’s deadliest enemy upon
America’s doorstep, counterterrorism operative Scot Harvath must fight his way
through the burning city streets to take down an invisible terrorist mastermind with
the means to unleash hell on a global scale. THE FIRST COMMANDMENT When the
President of the United States is blackmailed into releasing five detainees from
Guantanamo Bay, a sadistic assassin with a vendetta years in the making is
reactivated. Suddenly, the people closest to counterterrorism operative Scot
Harvath are being targeted and he realizes that somehow, somewhere he has left
the wrong person alive. With his life plunged into absolute peril, and the president
ordering him to stay out of the investigation, Harvath must mount his own covert
plan for revenge—and in so doing will uncover shattering revelations about the
organizations and the nation he has spent his life serving.

My Time to Speak
In late 1944, a train rumbled out of Konigsberg, Germany laden with gold, artifacts
and priceless paintings in an attempt to escape the advancing Soviet army. It was
never seen again. Seventy-two years later, Will Stattin, a former MP and the son of
a famous archaeologist, gets a call for help from a prestigious art collector in Italy.
For Will it's a job offer and a chance to escape his troubles, even if the job sounds
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strange and unbelievable: track down a series of nine paintings that reveal the
location of the lost train and its legendary wealth. Shortly after he arrives, Will is
caught up in a deadly game as five of the paintings are stolen. Now it is a race
across Europe to find the lost train and the killers before they turn their sights on
him. For Will Stattin, his dangerous adventure is just beginning

The Buy Nothing, Get Everything Plan
Somewhere, somehow Scot Harvath has left the wrong person alive In the dead of
night, five of the most dangerous detainees in the war on terror are pulled from
their isolation cells in Guantanamo Bay, stripped of their orange jumpsuits, given
civilian clothes and driven to the base airfield where they are loaded aboard a
Boeing 727 and set free. Six months later, covert counterterrorism agent Scot
Harvath awakes to discover that his world has changed violently and forever. A
sadistic assassin is unleashing nightmarish horrors on those closest to Harvath in
pursuit of a bloodthirsty personal vendetta. Ordered by the president to stay out of
the investigation, Harvath is forced to mount his own operation to uncover the
assassin's identity. When he discovers a connection between the attacks and a
group of prisoners secretly released from Guantanamo, Harvah must ask himself
previously unthinkable questions about the organization and the nation he has
spent his life serving. Look out for the adrenaline-fuelled new Brad Thor novel,
Code of Conduct, published in July 2015!

Power Your Profits
America has just unwittingly drawn the world's deadliest enemy to its doorstep.
After years without a terrorist attack on American soil, one group has picked the
4th July weekend to pull out all the stops. In a perfectly executed attack, all the
bridges and tunnels leading into and out of Manhattan are destroyed just as
thousands of commuters begin their holiday exodus. With domestic efforts focused
on search and rescue, a deadly team of highly-trained foreign soldiers methodically
makes its way through the city with the sole objective of locating one of their own a man so powerful that America will do anything to keep him hidden. Scot Harvath
is now the USA's only hope. Fighting his way through the burning streets of
Manhattan, he must mount his own operation to locate a man the US government
refuses to admit even exists . . .

Blue Book of Pool Cues
A weapon designed to decimate the Roman Empire has just become the No.1
threat to the United States. Caught live on Al Jazeera in an off-the-books operation,
Scot Harvath's career has been terminated. But when the tide in the War on Terror
suddenly turns against the US, the president has no choice but to secretly enlist
the help of the man the administration has just fired. Ducking a congressional
subpoena, Harvath travels to the Mediterranean, where he learns of a shadowy
organization that has been combing the earth for decades in search of the ultimate
weapon to use against the USA and her allies. Now, after three summers of recordbreaking heat across Europe, one steadily melting Alpine glacier has given up an
ancient secret - one with the potential to thrust civilization back into the Dark
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Ages. From Cyprus, London and Paris, to Italy, Switzerland and Saudi Arabia,
Harvath must race against the clock to stop one of the greatest evils ever to face
the western world. Look out for the adrenaline-fuelled new Brad Thor novel, Code
of Conduct, published in July 2015!

Near Dark
An inspiring, timely, and conversation-starting memoir from the barrier-breaking
and Emmy Award–winning journalist Ilia Calderón—the first Afro-Latina to anchor a
high-profile newscast for a major Hispanic broadcast network in the United
States—about following your dreams, overcoming prejudice, and embracing your
identity. As a child, Ilia Calderón felt like a typical girl from Colombia. In Chocó, the
Afro-Latino province where she grew up, your skin could be any shade and you’d
still be considered blood. Race was a non-issue, and Ilia didn’t think much about
it—until she left her community to attend high school and college in Medellín. For
the first time, she became familiar with horrifying racial slurs thrown at her both
inside and outside of the classroom. From that point on, she resolved to become
“deaf” to racism, determined to overcome it in every way she could, even when
she was told time and time again that prominent castings weren’t “for people like
you.” When a twist of fate presented her the opportunity of a lifetime at
Telemundo in Miami, she was excited to start a new life, and identity, in the United
States, where racial boundaries, she believed, had long since dissolved and
equality was the rule. Instead, in her new life as an American, she faced a new
type of racial discrimination, as an immigrant women of color speaking to the
increasingly marginalized Latinx community in Spanish. Now, Ilia draws back the
curtain on the ups and downs of her remarkable life and career. From personal
inner struggles to professional issues—such as being directly threatened by a Ku
Klux Klan member after an interview—she discusses how she built a new identity in
the United States in the midst of racially charged violence and political
polarization. Along the way, she’ll show how she’s overcome fear and confronted
hate head on, and the inspirational philosophy that has always propelled her
forward.

Hell's Corner
Instant #1 New York Times and Wall Street Journal Bestseller “Fast-pacedpulsepoundingsupremely entertaining…His best ever.” —The Washington Times “If you
love thrillers…if you’ve ever read a thriller you enjoyed…if you think you *might*
like a thriller…you HAVE to order Brad Thor’s Near Dark. This might be the single
greatest thriller I’ve covered on The Real Book Spy. It’s amazing!” —The Real Book
Spy Scot Harvath returns in the newest thriller from #1 New York Times bestselling
author Brad Thor. The world’s largest bounty has just been placed upon America’s
top spy. His only hope for survival is to outwit, outrun, and outlast his enemies long
enough to get to the truth. But for Scot Harvath to accomplish his most dangerous
mission ever—one that has already claimed the lives of the people closest to him,
including his new wife—he’s going to need help—a lot of it. Not knowing whom he
can trust, Harvath finds an unlikely ally in Norwegian intelligence operative Sølvi
Kolstad. Just as smart, just as deadly, and just as determined, she not only has the
skills, but also the broken, troubled past to match Harvath’s own. “Not since Ian
Fleming rendered James Bond a mere shell of himself in the wake of From Russia,
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With Love has an author pushed an icon to such depths.” —Providence Journal
“Brad Thor has mastered the art of the thriller cliffhanger.” —New York Journal of
Books “Brad Thor thrills yet again with Near Dark.” —The San Diego Tribune

The Bone Labyrinth
In the first ever short story by Retired Delta Force officer Brad Taylor, the stakes
couldn’t be higher as operator Pike Logan goes after the first Taskforce target
leading a team he can’t fully trust. Includes an excerpt of Brad Taylor's latest Pike
Logan novel, The Forgotten Soldier, on sale 12/29/2015. Commissioned at the
highest level of the U.S. government, and designed to operate outside the bounds
of U.S. law, a new counter-terrorist unit known as the Taskforce has just been
formed, but not fully tested. Until now. Pike Logan has been given a team of
operators drawn from the CIA’s National Clandestine Service and the military’s
Special Operations Forces without any say in selecting the men on which he must
depend. While executing a full mission profile exercise on U.S. soil, a target of
opportunity appears before the Taskforce is deemed mission capable. Forced to
execute, Pike and his team are sent to Yemen to track their first real target. The
future of the Taskforce depends on their success, but when Pike is challenged by
one of his own, their clear-cut mission teeters on the brink of disaster. The price of
failure will reverberate much deeper than the loss of the target – straight into the
presidency itself. Propulsive, compelling, and told with unparalleled realism, The
Callsign brings readers new insight into the origins of the Taskforce as they
execute the first Omega operation in a relentless and action-packed short story.

Brad Thor Collectors' Edition #1
Recruited as a field operative for a new Department of Defense spy agency, former
Navy SEAL Scot Harvath investigates the bombing death of a group of American
students in Rome, an act with possible ties to a past colleague.

Forty Acres
As terrorists conspire to unleash a series of deadly attacks across America and a
foreign wet work team targets a famous Hollywood filmmaker, counterterrorism
operative Scot Harvath races against time to save the United States from complete
collapse.

Takedown
Before he can lead a covert mission on the orders of the President, a former CIA
assassin must track down the source of a terrorist attack and navigate a shadowy
world of betrayal and political secrets in this #1 New York Times bestselling thriller.
John Carr, aka Oliver Stone-once the most skilled assassin his country ever hadstands in Lafayette Park in front of the White House. Inside, the British prime
minister is being honored at a state dinner. Then, just as the prime minister's
motorcade leaves, a bomb explodes in the park, and in the chaotic aftermath
Stone is given an urgent assignment: find those responsible. British MI-6 agent
Mary Chapman becomes his partner in the search for the unknown attackers. But
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their opponents are elusive, skilled, and increasingly lethal. Worst of all, the park
bombing may have been only the opening salvo in their plan. With nowhere else to
turn, Stone enlists the help of the only people he knows he can trust: the Camel
Club.

Let Love Have the Last Word
“Raw emotion, nonstop action, and relentless pacing makes Backlash another onenight read from Brad Thor, who delivers the book to beat in 2019.” —The Real
Book Spy #1 New York Times, #1 Wall Street Journal, and #1 Publishers Weekly
bestselling author Brad Thor is back with his most gripping thriller yet! In ancient
texts, there are stories about men who struck from the shadows, seemingly
beyond the reach of death itself. These men were considered part angel, part
demon. Their loyalty was to their families, their friends, and their kings. You
crossed these men at your peril. And once crossed, there was no crossing back.
They were fearless; men of honor who have been known throughout history by
different names: Spartan, Viking, Samurai. Today, men like these still strike from
the shadows. They are highly prized intelligence agents, military operatives, and
assassins. One man is all three. Two days ago, that man was crossed—badly. Now,
far from home and surrounded by his enemy, Scot Harvath must battle his way
out. With no support, no cavalry coming, and no one even aware of where he is, it
will take everything he has ever learned to survive. But survival isn’t enough.
Harvath wants revenge. In the most explosive novel Brad Thor has ever written,
page after captivating page of action, intrigue, loyalty, and betrayal will keep you
hooked until the very last sentence.

Act of War
An elegant hardcover boxed set including The Lions of Lucerne, Path of the
Assassin, and State of the Union, from #1 New York Times bestselling author Brad
Thor. “[Brad Thor] and Harvath are the real deal, and you should accept no
substitutes.” —BookReporter.com Both a must-have for any fan of Brad Thor and
the perfect introduction to his masterful thrillers, this handsomely bound edition is
one of four special Collector’s Editions, available now. Follow counterterrorism
operative and ex-SEAL Scot Harvath’s action-packed exploits, and discover why
Brad Thor has been called “America’s favorite author” (KKTX). THE LIONS OF
LUCERNE On the snow-covered slopes of Utah, the President of the United States
has been kidnapped and his Secret Service detail massacred. Only one agent has
survived: ex–Navy SEAL Scot Harvath. He doesn’t buy the official line that Middle
Eastern terrorists are behind the attack and begins his own campaign to find the
truth and exact revenge. But now, framed for murder by a sinister cabal, Harvath
takes his fight to the towering mountains of Switzerland—and joins forces with
brilliant Claudia Mueller of the Swiss Federal Attorney’s Office. Together they must
brave the subzero temperatures and sheer heights of treacherous Mount
Pilatus—where their only chance for survival lies inside the den of the most lethal
team of professional killers the world has ever known. PATH OF THE ASSASSIN
After rescuing the president from kidnappers in Brad Thor’s roaring bestseller The
Lions of Lucerne, Navy SEAL turned Secret Service Agent Scot Harvath shifts his
attention to rooting out, capturing, or killing all those responsible for the plot. As he
prepares to close out his list, a bloody and twisted trail of clues points toward one
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man—the world’s most ruthless terrorist. One problem remains: Harvath and his
CIA-led team have no idea what the man looks like. With no alternative, they
recruit a civilian—a woman who has survived a brutal hijacking and is now the only
person who can positively identify their quarry. From the burning deserts of North
Africa to the winding streets of Rome, Harvath must brave a maelstrom of
bloodshed and deception before a madman’s twisted vision engulfs the world in
the fires of all-out war. STATE OF THE UNION America’s worst nightmare has just
become a brutal reality. The most unlikely terrorist enemy of all now holds a knife
against the country’s throat. With both diplomatic and conventional military
options swept from the table, the president calls upon Navy SEAL turned Secret
Service agent Scot Harvath to disable a brilliantly orchestrated conspiracy
intended to bring the United States to its knees. Teamed with talented Russian
Intelligence agent Alexandra Ivanova and a highly trained CIA paramilitary
detachment, Harvath embarks on an adrenaline-fueled search that spans the
world—and leads to a final, deadly showdown on American soil, with a lethal
enemy from the past.

Full Black
The first-ever biography of the man who created America's most famous whiskey
Born in Lynchburg, Tennessee, in 1850, Jack Daniel became a legendary
moonshiner at age 15 before launching a legitimate distillery ten years later. By
the time he died in 1911, he was an American legend-and his Old No. 7 Tennessee
sipping whiskey was an international sensation, the winner of gold medals at the
St. Louis World's Fair and the Liege International Exposition in Belgium. Blood and
Whiskey captures Daniel's indomitable rise in the rough-edged world of the
nineteenth-century whiskey trade-and shows how his commitment to quality (his
whiskey was always charcoal-filtered) and his flair for marketing and packaging (he
launched his distinctive square bottle in 189-5) helped create one of America's
most venerable and recognizable brands. Peter Krass (Hanover, NH) is the author
of Carnegie (0-471-46883-5), cited by Barron's as the "definitive" biography and
selected by Library Journal as one of the best biography/business books of 2002.

Brad Thor Collectors' Edition #4
When his name is added to a secret government list of individuals slated for
assassination, counterterrorism operative Scot Harvath engages in a high-stakes
game of survival while struggling to prevent a terrorist attack and learn who has
framed him for treason.
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